
concerns
about 
safety

"voids in city 
fabric" what does 

that attract & 
what are these 

areas adjacent to

Superior 
courthouse
– resource 

area

Housing
priority

new sidewalks,
lighting and 
planting = 

more walkable

how 
multifamily 

housing 
facilitates 

walkability?

more uses for 
the field - 

current use by 
unhoused 

community

housing 
infrastructure

potential?

ADUs (example of 
thinking that is 
not high rises) - 

different housing 
opportunities in 
the TOD area?

ability to walk 
to train 

stations & not 
being car- 
dependent

TOD helps in 
reducing 

emissions & 
infrastructure 

efficiency

Growth: options for 
existing residents is 

important — not loose 
people who would boost 
the economic base and 
stay in Lowell. Will loose 

these residents if theres no
flexibility for housing.

If lowell wants to 
remain relevant 

these are options 
that the city needs

to think about

Growth: not 
just quantity 

but quality and
options of 
housing

Best thing in years is
development of the 
Mill Building at the 
train station - and 

the businessees up 
there too

ADDITIONAL NOTES — TOD
- concerns about the unhoused community in the park
- some thought beyond zoning and housing - beyond space itself, but idea of what 
its meant to be
- between private development and public investment
- downtown crossing in Boston
- new residential developments populating area more - perception is average 
person is not unhoused / on drugs - more population becomes safe
- misconception that passing TOD = eruption of towers - reality of market, its an 
asset - to develop in Lowell is as expensive as in Boston but you don't get the rents 
back - tricky for developers to want to do this
- more eyes on the street - more housing and development - social resiliency 
needed to sustain Lowell
- hard to predict what it can be - MBTA requirement
- how do we fund services in city and support businesses?
- how do we grow the city?
- what is an advantage for the city in this area?
- webinars - for these sessions - for adequate time for the public to speak and 
provide input

TAKEAWAY / SUMMARY generally support for new development and housing 
opportunities - not just people moving to Lowell but within Lowell as well. Having 
walkable train station is valuable.. Concern about surrounding areas (south 
common) safety - and how new development interacts with these preexisting 
issues. What 

works/you 
like

doesn't 
work or 
could be 

better

new 
ideas!

General 
Comments
/Questions

This will bring 
more people 
to the South 

Common park


